The Identification and Classification of Bacteria (ICB) database (http:/www.mbio.co.jp/icb) contains currently available information about the DNA gyrase subunit B (gyrB) gene in bacteria. The database is designed to provide the scientific community with a reference point for using gyrB as an evolutionary and taxonomic marker. Nucleic and amino acid sequence data are currently available for over 850 strains, along with alignments at several different taxonomic levels and an exhaustive review of primer selection and background information.
INTRODUCTION
Small subunit ribosomal RNA (SSU rRNA) is currently the molecule of choice for bacterial molecular systematics, and this large body of data is supported by several dedicated databases (1, 2) . However, certain protein-coding genes may have select advantages over rRNA data. Higher levels of sequence variation (3) allow differentiation of closely related strains while the ability to translate DNA to protein sequences permits phylogenetic analysis of distantly related strains and more accurate sequence alignment (4) . The Identification and Classification of Bacteria (ICB) database was conceived to provide a focal point dedicated to bacterial identification and classification using protein-coding genes. The database concentrates on providing extensive resources to support the sequence data, and we have initially specifically focused on DNA gyrase subunit B (gyrB), a type II topoisomerase found in bacteria that is capable of introducing negative supercoils into a relaxed closed circular DNA molecule (5). Since 1995, when universal primers for the gene became available (6), several publications have suggested that gyrB is a suitable gene for bacterial phylogeny, possessing essential attributes such as limited horizontal transmission and presence in all bacterial groups. Over the last 5 years, a considerable volume of gyrB sequence data has been generated and the ICB database aims to make these data accessible, in a practical format, to the scientific community.
DATA SOURCES
Much of the sequence data in the ICB database is drawn from the major sequence repositories [GenBank (7), EMBL Data Library (8) and DDBJ (9)]. Additional sequence data are deposited directly by us. The database contains more than 850 sequences of gyrB and its paralogue parE. PCR amplification and sequencing primer data is collected from references or provided by MBI.
DATABASE CONTENT
Initially, the ICB database was a searchable and BLASTable (10) collection of primarily gyrB sequences, with particular attention being paid to taxonomic status of the represented bacteria (11) . The database has now been expanded to provide users with key resources for more practical utilisation of these data. We have concentrated on three main areas.
Alignments are now available for gyrB data at several taxonomic levels. Alignments of amino acid data are presented at the domain level and for each class of bacteria, and amino acid and nucleic acid alignments are available for each genus. All alignments are generated from amino acid data and, for nucleic acid alignments, reverse-translated. Alignments were generated by ClustalX 1.8 (12) and adjusted manually.
An extensive review of gyrB amplification and sequencing primers has been completed, and we have included a list of primers for the amplification of gyrB. It also includes several unpublished primers. User selection of suitable primers is now facilitated by (i) an overview map of primer positions on the gyrB gene of Escherichia coli; (ii) alignments of primers against specific bacterial groups; (iii) a review of groups for which primer combinations have been successfully used; and (iv) primer specificity for gyrB versus its related paralogue parE.
Protocol and reference background information has been produced to assist users in practical aspects of data generation and analysis.
DATABASE ACCESS AND USAGE
The ICB database is housed at the Marine Biotechnology Institute at Kamaishi, Japan and can be accessed at http:// www.mbio.co.jp/icb. Data can be accessed in five different modes. Keyword searches return records based on taxon, gene and ICB reference number. The taxonomic browser permits location of data for specific bacterial classes, subclasses and genera. Alignments are also sorted by taxa and can be viewed in html or downloaded in FASTA format. BLAST analysis (10) 
